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A B S T R A C T  

B-resolution is a sound and complete resolution rule for quantified modal logics 
of knowledge and belief with a standard Kripke semantics. It differs from ordinary 
first-order binary resolution in that it can have an arbitrary (but finite) number of 
inputs, is not necessarily effective, and does not have a most general unifier covering 
every instance of an application. These properties present obvious obstacles to im- 
plementation in an automatic theorem-proving system. By using a technique similar 
to semantic attachment, we obtain a very natural expression of B-resolution that  
is potentially efficient, and easily understood and controlled. We have implemented 
the method and used it to solve the Wise Man Puzzle. 
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I n t r o d u c t i o n  

Modal logics with a possible-world semantics have been widely used to formalize various 
accounts of belief and knowledge in Artificial Intelligence (AI) (Moore [17], Levesque [14]~ and 
McCarthy [15]) and more recently in Computer Science in general (Halpern and Moses [7]). 
These logics are important both as an analytic tool in analyzing systems, and as a means of 
endowing artificial agents with the ability to reason about the knowledge and belief of other 
agents. In this latter category we include query answering (Levesque [14]), dialogue under- 
standing (Appelt [2], Cohen and Ferrault [3], and Grosz [6]), and multiagent planning systems 
(Konolige [9], Rosenschein and Genesereth [19]). It is widely recognized (see, for example, 
Moore [17]) that  efficient and conceptually transparent proof methods are needed for these sys- 
tems. By e~cient we mean that computer automation of the methods produces those proofs 
needed for reasoning about belief within allowable time and space limitations; by conceptually 
transparent we mean that the action of the theorem prover is readily understandable, and the 
proofs clear and direct, so that  it is easy to check and modify the behavior of the system. 

While there has been a good deal of useful work on decision procedures for propositional 
modal logics (see Halpern and Moses [8]), fewer results have been obtained for quantified modal 
logics. Hilbert-style and natural deduction axiomatizations (Kuo [13]) exist, but there are no 
serious proposals to automate them. As an alternative, McCarthy [15] proved theorems about a 
modal system by axiomatizing its possible-worlds semantics in a first-order system; subsequently 
Moore [17] used this technique to efficiently automate proofs. However, this is not a direct proof 
technique, because it involves reasoning about possible worlds and other objects of the semantic 
domain, rather than manipulating beliefs directly. 

In this paper we present an efficient, direct proof method for a modal logic of belief that 
is based on Robinson's resolution principle ([18]). First we briefly review the modifications 
to first-order resolution that  are necessary to establish the B-resolution rule. This rule has 
several properties which present problems for implementation in an automatic theorem-prover: 
it is non-effective, so we must find a way to apply it incrementally; and we must also develop 
techniques for controlling the size of the search space it generates. 

The key idea we use to solve both problems is the concept of semantic attachment (Weyhrauch 
[22]). To illustrate this technique, consider the statements ~A believes P" and "A doesn't be- 
lieve P v Q." These are inconsistent in possible-worlds semantics, because there is no world 
compatible with A's beliefs in which P is true and P V Q is false. We can show this incon- 
sistency by deducing a contradiction from P and -~(P v Q). Thus we can prove facts about 
belief statements by attaching to their meaning and performing a computation (in this case, 
deduction). The structure of reasoning is clear, and it is easy to understand and control the 
often confusing embedding of agents reasoning about other agents' beliefs. 
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The Reso lut ion  M e t h o d  

Language  p r e l im ina r i e s  

We assume a modal language L built on a first-order language with function symbols. The 
modal atoms are of the form [SLY, where S is a term denoting an agent and ~ is a formula 
denoting a proposition. The intending meaning is that a believes or knows ~. 

The semantics of L are the standard Kripke possible-world models with an accessiblity 
relation for each agent. It is well-known that various properties of knowledge and belief can 
be expressed by placing conditions on the accessibility relations (Halpern and Moses [8]). For 
simplicity of exposition we will limit ourselves to the system K, which has no restrictions, 
although versions of the resolution method have been derived for all the important systems (T, 
K4, $4, K5, K45, $5, etc.). 

For technical reasons we make one further assumption: the domain of each possible world 
is a subset of the domain of any accessible world. Rescinding this restriction is possible, but 
introduces further complications in the resolution method that we do not wish to address here. 

J 

H e r b r a u d ' s  T h e o r e m  

One version of Herbrand's Theorem is: a set of universal sentences is unsatisfiable if  and only 
ira finite subset of its instances are. Stated in this form, it sanctions the ~lifting" of proofs over 
ground sentences to those with universal variables. Unfortunately, Herbrand's Theorem is not 
true for modal logics with Kripke semantics, as we can see from the following counterexample: 

¥x.Px [S]Px 
(1) 

We can construct a model as follows. Let P be the property of being non-Italian, let re(z) 
denote the mayor of the city z, and c denote New York. Suppose S believes the mayor of New 
York is Fiorello LaGuardia (and not Ed Koch, the actual mayor); it is easy to confirm that all 

the sentences are satisfied. 

Now if we substitute re(c) for z in the third sentence, the resulting set is unsatisfiable. 
The reason is that,  although z must refer to the same individual in all possible worlds, the 
substituted expression re(c) need not. So even if a universal sentence is true in a model, some 

of its instances can be false. 

Our solution to this problem is to redefine the meaning of ~instance ~ by introducing a 
bullet operator (e) whenever there is a substitution for variables inside the context of modal 
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operators. ®t always refers to whatever t denotes in the actual world, no matter what the 
context of interpretation; the bullet operator thus acts like a rigid designation operator for 
terms. In the above example, substituting re(c) for z yields 

eCmCc)) [slPC.mCd), (2) 

which is still satisfied by the original model, since ®re(c) refers to Ed Koch even in the context 
of S's beliefs. 

With this revised definition of substitution (and instance), Herbrand's Theorem is once 
more valid (see Konolige [11]). 

Clause fo rm 

Converting to clause form is the same as for first-order logic, with modal atoms having dif- 
ferent argument structures treated as if they were different predicate symbols. Thus [S]Vx.Pz, 
[S]Pa, and [S]3z.Px are all considered to be different nilary predicates. Modal atoms with 
n free variables are n-ary predicates, e.g., [S](Pz ̂  3~.P~) and [S](3y.P~ ̂  Px) are different 
unary predicates with the free variable z. Note that variables quantified under the scope of the 
modal operator remain unanalyzed or inert in B-resolution, and do not interact with variables 
quantified outside the operators. An example: 

Vx3yRx  v (3) 

Note that substitution off(x)  for y in the modal context is done with of(x)..Also, in clause form 
we automatically insert a bullet operator before quantified-in variables (like z), to distinguish 
them from variables whose quantifiers are inside the scope of modal operators (like z). 

BK-resolution 

Our resolution method is based on Stickel's total narrow theory resolution rule [21], which 
has the following form. Let L be a language that embeds a theory T, that is, the axioms of T 
contain a set of predicates P of L (but not necessarily all predicates of L). Suppose there is a 
decision procedure for determining a set of ground literals W in P to be unsatisfiable (according 
to T). Then 
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L1 V Ai 
L~ v A2 

o 

A. 
Ai V A2 V . . . V A n ,  when {L1, L~,. . .  i n}  is T-unsatisfiable 

(4) 

is a resolution rule that is sound and complete for the theory T. This rule includes binary 
resolution as a special case, where Li and Lz are complementary literals. 

For the modal logic K,  this rule is rephrased as follows. Let r be a set of formulas of L; by 
r "  we mean the same formulas with the bullet operator uniformly replaced by a unary function 
not appearing in r .  Then, in the case of ground clauses, 

IS] ~1 V A1 
[s]¢2 v A2 

-[S]6 V A 
AIV A2 V . . .  VAn  V A, when (~I, ~,.-. ¢n,'~6}* is K-unsatisfiable. 

(5) 

is a sound resolution rule for K. If we are allowed to infer instances of any clause, then by 
Herbrand's Theorem for L it is also a complete rule. Because it is a rule for the logic K, we 
call this the BK-resolution rule. 

Implementation problems 

The following problems must be solved to obtain an efficient implementation of Bg-resolution. 

1. There is no decision procedure for unsatisfiability in quantified K. 

2. Although we have given the resolution rule for the ground case, to be useful it must also 
be able to handle free variables in the arguments of the modal atoms. In this respect, 
B/c-resolution is more complicated than ordinary binary resolution, because in general 
there is no most general unifier covering all possible ground resolutions. For example, 
consider the following two clauses: 

[S](P.a ^ P.b) (o) 
-,[s]P.= 
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There are two substitutions for x which yield a resolvent (a /z  and b/x), but no "most 
general" unifier. 

3. The search space is exponential in the number of modal literals. Consider the following 
example: 

[S]r v 
[slp v A2 
[S](p 3 q) V As 
 [s]q 
A1V A~ V A3 

(7) 

Only the last three clauses are needed for the resolution; indeed, including the first clause 
will not lead to a proof if A1 cannot eventually be resolved away. In order to be complete in 
general theory resolution rules must be applied to a minimal set of unsatisfiable literals. If 
there are n clauses containing one modal literal each, there are 2 n possible BK-resolutions 
that must be tried. 

4. The above search space problem is compounded by the presence of variables, since a given 
clause may have to be used twice. For example, there is a resolution of the clauses 

Px V [S]P®x 
~[S]CP.a A P®b) (8) 

yielding the resolvent Pav  Pb. However, this requires the first clause to be used twice in 
the belief resolution rule (5), as follows: 

Pa v [S]P,a 
Pb v [S]P®b 
~[S](P.a A .b) 
P a v  Pb 

5. If there are several clauses with negative belief literals for the same agent, we may dupli- 
cate our efforts in deciding unsatisfiability each time. Consider again example (7), and 
suppose there is another clause with the negative belief literal -~[S](q ^ p). A resolution 
using this clause and the positive belief clauses exists; however, in finding it we duplicate 
the work involved in deciding that {p, p 3 q, q} is unsatisfiable. 
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.A. proof procedure for BK-resolution 

Semant ic  a t t a c h m e n t  

We now give a version of BK-resolution which treats the problems just mentioned. The 
key idea is to replace the unsatisfiability condition of (5) with a recursive call to the theorem- 
prover, using as input the arguments of the modal atoms. If the recursive call is successful, 
then the resolution rule can be applied. Because it is not certain that  the call will terminate, 
processing of the call must be interspersed with other activities of the theorem-proving process. 
At any given time, the theorem prover must %ime-share" its attention between ordinary binary 
resolution and multiple invocations of the semi-decision procedure. 

In addition, we structure the semi-decision procedure so that  it accepts free variables in 
formulas, and eventually returns substitutions covering all proofs that can be found with in- 
etantiations of these variables. 

The idea of showing validity or unsatisflability of a predication by means of a computation 
that reflects the intended meaning of the predicate is called semantic attachment (Weyhrauch 
[22]). In belief resolution, we compute the unsatisfiability of a set of modal literals by performing 
deductions on their arguments. This process is a generalization of semantic attachment in two 
ways. First, we show the unsatisfiability of a set of modal literals, rather than a single atom. 
Second, by allowing variables, we are able to perform many different instances of semantic 
attachment at once. Without this ability, belief resolution would not be efficient in the presence 
of variables, because we would have to first chose an instantiation of the modal literals without 
knowing whether it would lead to a resolution or not. 

An  e x a m p l e  

Our implementation of (5) has much in common with Kripke's [12] device of auxiliary 
tableaux. We define a structure called a ~ew, which is an annotated instantiation of the 
theorem-proving process. Here is a short example to illustrate the basic idea. Assume initial 
clauses: 

1. [s]w 
2. ~P5 
8. Qx V Pz V [S]P,x 
4. -qs](P  A v Qy 

5. -.Qb 

Note that  we have added a bullet operator to each variable under the scope of a belief atom. 
Ordinary resolution work as usual, for example, 2 and 3 can be resolved to yield: 
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6. Qb V [S]P.b 2,3 

Clause 4 contains a negative belief literal, and we open a new view in an attempt to resolve it: 

view S,  rems (O, Qy) 
1. ~Pa v -.Pn(y) v ans(O,It) 

This is view ,for S, the agent of the belief. The clause is derived from - (Pa ^ P®y); note 
the substitution of the function n for the bullet operator. The Ans predicate keeps track of 
the input free variable 9; it also contains the additional argument "0 n to indicate that it is 
connected to the remainder (reins) indexed by 0. If a proof is found in the view, the remainder 
Qy will be returned with an appropriate binding for y as a deduced clause of the original proof. 

We can add the arguments of positive belief atoms to the view, as in clause 1 (of the original 
clause set). The view now contains: 

view S, reins (O, Qy) 

2. Pa 

These two clauses can be resolved, yielding: 

view S, rems (O,Qy) 

2. Pa 
3. v 1,2 

Clause 6 has a positive belief literal, so we add its argument also: 

view S, rems (0,Qy) (1,Qb) 
1. - ,Pav ~Pn(y) v Ans(O,y) 
2. Pa 
3. v A.gC0, 
4. Pn(b) VAns(l)  

lp2 

Clause 4 contains an answer predicate with a new index. The remainder of the original clause 
containing the positive belief atom (6) is inserted into the indexed remainder list. Note that 
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the bullet operator was replaced with the same function n as in clause 1. 

Clauses 3 and 4 resolves yielding a clause containing just answer predicates: 
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view S, reins (O, Qy) (1,Qb) 
1. v An,(o,y) 
2. Pa 
3. -~Pn(y) VA,~,(0,y) 1,2 
4. Pn(b) v a n s ( l )  
5.  4o, b)v 3,4 

Now we gather up the remainders indexed by the answer predicates in the answer clause, namely, 
Qb (index 1) and Qy (index 0). Using the substitution b/y generated by the Ans-predicate, we 
return Qb v Qb (= Qb) as the result. 

1. [SIPa 
2. -,Pb 
3. Qx v Px v [s]P®x 
4. ^ P,v) v 
5. -~Qb 
6. Qb V [S]P®b 

Qb 
2,3 
1,4,6 

Clauses 5 and 7 resolve to give the null clause, completing the proof. 

Views 

Formally, a view is an annotated, finite set of clauses. The annotation is a list of remainders 
to be used in returning a result from the view. We perform four operations on views. 

Open ing  a v iew.  Let C be a clause of the form -~[S]~ V A. A view for S may be created. 
Into it we insert clauses formed from ~ as follows. Let W be the set of clauses resulting 
from putting (-~)* into clause form, and let x be the free variables of ~. We insert each 
member of W into the view, disjoining the answer predicate Ans(0,x). We also add the 
annotation (0, A) to the remainder list. 

Add ing  a pos i t ive  be l ie f  l i tera l .  Let C be a clause of the form [S]~VA, and let x be the free 
variables of ~. To any existing view for S we may add the clauses formed by converting 
~® to clause form and disjoining Ans(n,x),  where n is a new index. (n,A) is added to 
the remainder list. 
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S tepp ing  a v lew.  A resolution step may be performed in any view. This includes using one 
of the four operations described here to create and manipulate embedded views. 

R e t u r n i n g  an  answer .  If a clause conlsaining only answer literals is deduced in a view, we 
may assert a new clause in the proof containing the view. Let 

 s(0,a)V 
. . -  

. . .  

be the answer clause, and let An(a) be n th remainder with a substituted for its free 
variables (a may itself contain variables). The returned clause is: 

Ao( )v 
A, ,(al)V ... vA,, ,(aD 

... vA, (a D 

Note that only one Ans(0, a)-predicate is allowed in the answer clause. Multiple answer 
predicates are allowed for positive belief atoms, because more than one instance of these 
atoms may participate in BK-resolution. 

The use of the Ans-predicate allows us to perform a schematic proof, where the input 
sentences can have free variables. At the end of a proof, the answer predicates give the necessary 
instantiations of the free variables. Thus we have "lifted" BK-resolution from the ground case. 

If these rules are added to a refutation system using ordinary resolution, we can prove 
the following result. Let W be a set of clauses of L, and suppose there is a set of ground 
instances W0 such that BK-resolution derives the ground clause C. Then there is a sequence of 
applications of the view rules on W that returns a clause C e having a ground instance C. Thus 
these rules faithfully implement BK-resolution, and together with ordinary resolution form a 
sound and complete system for K. 

Agen t  t e rma  

We have implicitly assumed that in modal atoms of the form [S]q~, S is a ground term. 
However, we may easily lift to the more general case of variables, because the agent term is not 
in a modal context. There are two modifications to the rules. First, in opening a view, x is a 
list of all variables in both ¢ and S. Second, we may add a positive belief literal [S~]¢ to any 
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view for S~ if S and S w have a most general unifier 0. When adding clauses obtained from ¢,  
we must also disjoin the answer predicate Ans(0,xS). This is to assure that  a result is returned 
only if all the participating clauses have unifiable agent terms. 

Avo id ing  r e d u n d a n c i e s  

C o n t r o l l i n g  t h e  s e a r c h  s p a c e  

We now address the implementation problems mentioned in the previous section. All of t h e  

methods mentioned here maintain the soundness and completeness of BK-resolution. 

. 

. 

. 

The view rules split each possible Bg-resolution into a sequence of effective steps. These 
steps may be interspersed with other activities of the theorem-prover,lncluding ordinary 
resolution. 

The use of answer predicates allows a schematic proof within views, so that  free variables 
in the input can be tolerated. Separate proofs are found whenever there is no unifying 
instance of the input variables that allows a single schematic proof. Consider again 
example (6). If we open a view for the negative belief atom, and add the positive one, we 
get: 

view S, rems (0,x) 
1. ~Pn(z) v Ans(0,z) 
2. Pn(a) 
3. P.(b) 

There are two proofs, one with a/z  and one with b/z. Note that  if there are no free 
variables or remainders when we add a clause, we can forgo the answer predicate. 

We do not need to separately consider all possible combinations of modal literals that  
could lead to Bg-resolvents. The proof structure of the view takes care of this: only 
the remainders of those clauses that  participated in the proof are returned in the result. 
Consider again example (7). We open a view for the negative belief literal, and add the 
arguments of all three positive belief literals. The view looks like this: 

view S, rems (1,A1) (2,A2) (3,A3) 
1. -~q 
2. r V Ans(1) 
s. p v A sC2) 
4. ~p V q V AnsC3 ) 
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. 

Two resolutions yield Ans(2) V Ans(3), returning the result A2 V A~. Although the clause 
[Sir V A1 was added to the view, it was never used in the proof. 

Although several instances of the same clause may be needed to form a BK-resolvent, we 
need only add its belief literal once to the view. Consider again example (8). We open 
view for the negative belief literal, and add the positive one, obtaining: 

view S, reins ( 1 ,  P z ) ,  

1. -~Pn(a) v-~Pn(b) 
2. Pn(z) v Ans(1,z) 

By two resolutions of the second clause, we get: 

view S, reins (1, Pz), 
3. ~Pn(b) v A~s(1,a) 1,2 
4. Ans(1,b) VAns(1,a) 2,3 

. 

This is a particularly nice result, since the necessity of using multiple copies of a clause 
in resolution gives rise to nasty control problems. 

With a little care in indexing the An~-predicates, we can eliminate the redundancies 
caused by performing the same deductions on the arguments of positive belief literals in 
different views. Suppose we create only one view for each agent S, but we allow any 
negative belief literal -,[S]~ to be added to this view, in the same way as positive literals 
are added. We keep track of the answer index so that  that we can identify it as arising 
from a negative belief literal. Resolution are performed as usual within the view. However, 
to return an answer, we apply the following condition: exactly one Ana-predicate arising 
from a negative belief literal must appear in the answer clause. For example, consider the 
following clause set: 

1. [S]Vx.Px 
2. [s](vx.Px D Qx) 
3. ,4o v-,[S]Q, 
4. A1 v-~[S]Qb 

We open a single view, inserting all belief literals: 

view S reins (0,A0) (1,A1) 
1. P z  
2. ~ Pz  v Qz 
s. -~Qa v ~ s ( 0 )  
4. "~Qb v Arts(l) 
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Resolving 1 and 2 yields Qz, which can be resolved separately against 3 and 4, returning 
Ao and A1, respectively. However, any resolutions which contain both 3 and 4 as ancestors 
will have Arts(O) and Arts(l) predicates, and so will not generate any result clauses. 

The interesting point to note here is that we need open only a single view for each agent, 
instead of each negative belief literal. The view acts as a deductive testbed in which we 
try to show different combinations of belief and nonbelief are inconsistent for the agent. 

It is possible to generalize this strategy to different agents sharing a set of common beliefs: 
a single view is created for all the agents. This is particularly useful when one has to deal 
with agent terms having variables, as in the following clause set: 

I. - , P x  v 
2. v D q2) 

t 

n + l .  Pa 
n + 2 .  Pb 
n + 3. "~[a]qn V ~[b]qn 

It is clear that a and b share many of the same beliefs, and that a great deal of effort will 
be saved if we assert these beliefs in the same view. 

Heur i s t ic  con t ro l  

We have investigated several refinements of the view rules that do not maintain complete. 
ness, but may be useful heuristic methods for controlling the size of the search space. 

The first is to limit the depth of recursion of views. In a particular problem domain we can 
often judge whether or not it is useful to reason about agents reasoning about agents reasoning 
about agents . . .  and so on. By refusing to open views that are embedded beyond a certain 
depth, we can control inferences about nested reasoning. More flne-grained control is also 
possible, if we know that certain types of nested reasoning will be more useful than others. For 
example, if introspective reasoning is not required (an agent reasoning about his or her own 
beliefs) then we can refuse to open a view for • if it is embedded in a view for ~. 

A second method of control is to integrate the view rules into a set-of-support strategy. The 
most obvious method is to open a view only for negative belief literals in the set of support. 
The rationale is that we often have a large number of facts about an agent's beliefs, and we are 
trying to prove from these that the agent has some other belief. A negative literal -~[B]~ will 
appear in the set of support when we are trying to prove that S has the belief ~. 

Unlike in ordinary resolution, this set-of-support strategy is not complete because it does 
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not permit inferences about lack of belief. For example, we cannot infer -~[S]p from [S](p ~ q) 
and ~[S]q, because there are no negative belief literals in the set of support. 

I m p l e m e n t a t i o n  

The view rules for quantified modal K have been implemented using a nonclausal connection- 
graph theorem prover developed by Stickel [20]. The implementation itself is of interest, espe- 
cially the method of sharing the attention of the theorem-proving process between views (see 
Geissler and Konolige [5]). 

In addition, we have incorporated theories of common belief, and a simple modal form 
of the situation calculus (McCarthy and Hayes [16]) as a logic of time. We have derived an 
automatic proof of the Wise Man puzzle that illustrates these ideas, showing the interaction 
between belief, action, and time. The proof is conceptually simple and easy to follow. 

O t h e r  r e s o l u t i o n  s y s t e m s  fo r  m o d a l  l og i c s  

Currently there are at least two other approaches to using resolution in a quantified modal 
logic, both for temporal logics. FariSas-del-Cerro [4] describes a resolution method for restricted 
languages in which there are no quantifiers in modal contexts. Such languages are not suitable 
for knowledge and belief, because it is impossible to express, for example, the statement "Ralph 
knows that  someone is a spy." 

Abadi and Manna [1] derive sound and complete nonclausal resolution rules for propositional 
temporal logics, and are working on extending their techniques to the quantified case. 

This work is interesting because it incorporates induction rules, a necessity for completeness 
in temporal logics containing both next state and always operators. When belief logics are 
extended to contain common belief operators, a similar problem surfaces (see Halpern and 
Moses [7 D. We may be able to adopt a solution analogous to those found for temporal logics; 
currently we have only incomplete resolution rules for common belief. 

A major difference between temporal logic resolution and the methods presented here is 
the use of semantic attachment. The temporal resolution rules are binary rules that  transfer 
arguments in and out of the scope of modal operators; eventually a form results that can be 
resolved away. This type of resolution does not seem to result in perspicuous, easily-controlled 
proof methods. 
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